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THINK GLOBAL LOGISTICS
Our People, Our Technology, Your Advantage.

TGL is an international freight forwarding company based in Australia, providing complete logistics solutions to all industries. We lead the industry in delivering exceptional service to our customers by focusing on our people and our technology. 
 Get a Quote  Book a Consultation 




Our Services
Air Freight
[image: Air Freight]
Fast and affordable international air freight shipments throughout the world. TGL is accredited by the International Air Transport Association (IATA).


Sea Freight
[image: Sea Freight]
Secure and cost-effective sea freight services, including Full Container Load (FCL) and Less than Container Load (LCL) shipments from all international ports worldwide.


Domestic Freight
[image: Domestic Freight]
Reliable domestic freight services, whether by rail, road, air, sea, or intermodal transport. A timely and cost-effective local freight solution across all continents.


Warehouse 3PL
[image: Warehouse 3PL]
Complete 3PL warehousing solutions including e-commerce picking and packing, short and long-term storage contracts, inventory management, and repacking.


Customs Clearance
[image: Customs Clearance]
As an Australian Trusted Trader, TGL offers hassle-free services for the clearance of imported or exported cargo in compliance with all international trade policies.





Pillars of Our Success


[image: Dedicated Solutions Specialist]Dedicated Solutions Specialist
One point of contact to guide you through the process, from start to finish.




[image: Innovation]Innovation
Our use of technology and automated systems delivers you a swift and simplified process and ensures a cohesive, transparent, and collaborative experience.




[image: Fixed Quoting]Fixed Quoting
Our quotes are fixed, meaning there are no surprises when your account is billed.




[image: Easy Transparent Pricing]Easy Transparent Pricing
Our pricing is designed to be transparent and easy to understand, with no hidden costs.




[image: Australian Trusted Trader]Australian Trusted Trader
Rely on TGL’s commitment to compliance and stable supply chain practices endorsed by Australian Border Force, meaning more efficient trade for you.





Industry Solutions
Construction & Building Materials

Timely and cost-efficient transportation of construction and building materials across the world to ensure your construction projects success.

Machinery & Equipment

Professional services specialised in shipping large equipment and heavy machinery such as excavators, cranes, dozers, and more.

Food & Beverage

Delivering food and beverage products fresh and quick with customised logistics solution tailor-made to meet your business needs. 

Fashion & Clothing

Experienced Fashion industry freight forwarder offering quick shipments of clothing, textiles, footwear, and fashion accessory cargo domestically or internationally.

Technology Devices

Providing end-to-end logistic solutions for the IT equipment, technology gadgets and consumer electronics industry.

Other Industries

As an international freight pioneer, we offer logistic solutions and freight expertise to all industries such as e-commerce, furniture, events, and more.


Testimonials

- MacGear
“Before working with TGL, we never felt valued as a customer at a personal level and lost amongst every other business. Now, with the amazing support of the TGL team, we are confident that our Brands and Products are shipped on time without any incidents and issues. We have experienced great personalised customer service from the TGL team. I’m sure every one of their customers would feel like they are the #1 customer.”




- Ammann
"If you're looking for a transport service, look no further, Think Global Logistics does an outstanding job and will go above and beyond to ensure that you get the best in customer service. Always "online", ready to help and provide the best out of themselves. Such great customer service that made me feel comfortable the entire time. Also, reasonable pricing. I would recommend TGL and also will rely on them in the future."



- Vintech Systems
"I love everyone at TGL. TGL is one of the best freight forwarders in town that I have dealt with in 10 years of my Supply chain career. The staff goes out of their way to help me out all the time, in terms of pricing and services. For example, I deal with suppliers in different time zones, such as Canada, Dubai, and many other places where the country starts when we sleep. The staff at TGL will be awake at midnight to talk to overseas suppliers and arrange my shipment on behalf of me on the same day. This saves me 48 hours. Great work TGL, you guys are awesome."



- Liftronic
"They are focused, professional, efficient, proactive, and offer superb tailored customer service. The team will go above and beyond to ensure our goal is met. It is always a pleasure working with them."



- Alice's Garden
"We decided to work with La and his team, and I have to acknowledge that it was a good call and we can rely on and trust them on their expertise and professionalism. As many importers we are subject to peak season, but TGL has always been pro-active in their communication enabling us to anticipate small delays, if any. Invoicing is transparent ad they are easy to deal with on a day to day basis, definitely a valuable partner for us as our priority is to focus on business growth." 




Stay Connected
Subscribe to get the latest industry updates, logistics educations, and more





 Subscribe 
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Accreditations & Networks
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Level 2, 88 George Street The Rocks NSW 2000 Australia
1800 845 845
sales@tgl.co
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